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Custom Messaging Software

Description
CMPlus is a simple, yet powerful software package, for the Monroe R189 One-Net Encoder/Decoder,

that allows the creation of detailed, informative custom audio/video messages. Existing Emergency Alert Systems’
local access ability is limited to detailed voice messages left via telephone connections, with little or no custom
text, or custom text messages with no accompanying audio. By using the latest in text-to-voice technology,
CMPlus overcomes these limitations. Designated individuals have secure IP access to the CMPlus message
page through any browser, no special PC software required. Once there, they can create a detailed text message,
then either attach a .wav file or select text-to-voice conversion to create the audio portion of the message. At this
time the user has the choice of setting such things as message duration, number of repeats and message type.
Once set, the complete text is displayed as a full page or crawl on your televisions/monitors, along with the
associated audio. With this you can make sure that anyone within range, even those with visual or auditory
impairments, get the complete message.

• Easy to use
• Capability to create a custom audio/video message through the Monroe R189 EAS Encoder/Decoder
• Custom text messages can be automatically converted to audio or audio can be added by attaching a .wav
   file
• User selectable male or female voice
• Web based access, no special PC software
• Secure message page with no access to the rest of the encoder/decoder operating system
• User selectable number of repeats
• Can start, stop and edit messages on the fly

Emergency Alert Solutions



Features
• Allows the User the capability to create a custom audio and video message to be

displayed through an EAS system, using Monroe R189 One-Net.

• Converts typed text to a voice message to be played out with the video message. Or, the
User can upload a .wav file to go out with the message.

• Select either a man’s or  woman’s voice.

• Web based access.  No PC Software required. Accessable from any PC in the network.

• User selectable number of repeats. Ability to start, stop and edit the message on the fly.
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